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At present very few data are available on M1 transitions in 4N+2 nuclei, so that an upper limit on
the supermultiplet impurity cannot be determined in the same way as for Li. However, there is good
reason to believe that the impurities for ' B* and "Fare small since these two nuclei can be described
as two nucleons in a triplet state coupled to 'Be and "0 cores, respectively, and it is known' that the
ground states of 'Be and "0 are nearly pure scalar supermultiplets. Thus, inequalities (6), (7), and
(12) are still valid and one gets
0 65p - p(' B*)- 0 88t.I.»
0.66tts & p("F) & 0.88tj, s.
We note that a recent theoretical calculation' gives )L("F)= 1.14'„, in disagreement with the above
upper limit.
In concluding, I would like to point out that more accurate experimental data on AT = 1 QT and M1
transitions from the ground to all excited states in doubly odd 4Ã+2 nuclei will give a good estimate
of the supermultiplet impurities of the ground state, thus enabling us to establish the validity of SU(4)
in these nuclei.
The author would like to thank Professor L. A. Radicati for his interest in this work and Professor
D. Fotiadi and Professor T. N. Truong for their hospitality extended to him at the Centre.
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Rotating Black Holes: Separable Wave Equations for Gravitational
and Electromagnetic Perturbationse
Saul A. Teukolsky
California 'Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Californ& 92109
(Received 10 July 1972)
Separable wave equations with source terms are presented for electromagnetic and
gravitational perturbations of an uncharged, rotating black hole. These equations de-
scribe the radiative field completely, and also part of the nonradiative field. Nontriv-
ial, source-free, stationary perturbations are shown not to exist. The barrier integral
governing synchrotron radiation from particles in circular orbits is shown tobe the
same as for scalar radiation. Future applications (stability of rotating black holes,
"spin-down, " superradiant scattering, Qoating orbits) are outlined.
It is generally accepted that the gravitational
collapse of a massive rotating star can produce
a rotating black hole. Moreover, black holes
may play important roles in a number of astro-
physical phenomena: (i) One or more black holes
near the center of the Galaxy might be the origin
of Weber's' gravitational-wave events; (ii) a
massive black hole at the center of the Galaxy
has been postulated' to explain radio and infrared
phenomena there; (iii) the x-ray source Cyg-Xl
—and also 2U-0900-40 —is likely to be a black
hole in close orbit around a B-type supergiant
star, with the x rays emitted by gas flowing from
star to hole. '
These developments create an urgent need for
two types of black-hole calculations: first, cal-
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culations on matters of principle, such as mheth-
er rotating black holes are unstable against spon-
taneous loss of rotational energy and angular mo-
mentum; second, reali. stie astrophysical calcula-
tions of black-hole processes. Both types of cal-
culations are amenable to perturbation techniques,
mhere the dynamics of matter, electromagne-
tism, and gravitational waves takes place in the
fixed background geometry of the black hole. Un-
til now, calculations of electromagnetic and grav-
itational perturbations were restricted to the non-
rotating (Schwarzschild) case, where the static,
sphex ieally symmetric background geometry
guarantees a complete separation of variables in
the perturbation equations. In the rotating ease,
the background geometxy is described by the
Kerr' metric, and the electromagnetic' and grav-
itational perturbation equations have appeared
to be inseparable. However, the scalar wave
equation Q4 = 4mT is separable" in Boyer-Lind-
quist' coordinates, and has been used to make
qualitative predictions about the electromagnetic
and gravitational cases.
In this Letter, we present separable equations
for the radiative parts of electromagnetic and
gravitational pertux'bations. The equations are
consolidated into a single master equation, Eq.
(5) below, with a "spin-weight parameter" s spe-
cifying the type of field under study (scalar, elec-
tromagnetic, gravitational) and the particular
radiative part of the field involved. The deriva-
tions, which are similar to earlier approach-
es,'"""'use the Newman-Penrose" formalxsm
and will be published elsewhere. Sufficient in-
formation is given below to enable calculations
to be pexformed.
In Boyer-Lmdquxst coordinates mith c =6 = 1,
the Kerx metric is
as' = (l —2&r/Z)tf~'+ (4Mar»n'(8)/Z)tf~&y —(Z/&)&r' —Z&8' —sin'(8)(r'+ a'+ 2Ma'r sin'(8)/Z)dy'. (l)
Here M is the mass of the black hole, aM its angular momentum, Z=r'+a'eos'8, and b =x' —2Mx+a'.
We introduce Kinnersley's" null tetrad, which has [t, r, 8, y] components
l"= [(r'+a')/a, 1, 0, a/a], n"= [r'+ a', —S, 0, a]/2Z, m"= [ia sine, 0, l, i/sine]/2"'(r+ ia cose).
The electromagnetic field is characterized by the Newman-Penrose components
mhere I"„,is the electromagnetic field tensox and an asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The com-
ponents y, and y, are the "ingoing and outgoing radiative parts" of the field. Maxwell's equations in
the fixed Kerr background with four-current J" lead directly to Eq. (5) below for y, and y, .
Gravitational radiation is described by perturbations in the Weyl tensor C„s&z (which is equal to the
Riemann tensor in vacuum). The "ingoing and outgoing radiative parts" of the Weyl tensor are
go= —C~s~~l"m l&m, f4= —C~syqn m~ ni'm* . (4)
These quantities are invariant under gauge transformations and infinitesimal tetrad rotations. First-
order perturbations of the Newman-Penrose version of the Einstein field equations, with material
stress-energy tensor T„„lead to Eq. (5) below for P, and g, .
The master perturbation equation is
(r'+a')', , 8'g 4Mar 8'g a' l 8'g, 8 „,&P ~ l 8 / .
-a sin'9, + + —— . »-4 '—b,'"—I-—. —
~
sine —Ib. M' 6 8t&y 4 sin'8 &y' Br &r I sine 88 &
a(r -M) i cose 8$ M(r' —a') . 8$
—2s +
. , —2s —r —ia cose —+ (s' cot'8 —s)tjr = 4n ZT.sin'L9 a Bt (5)
Table I specifies the field quantities g which satisfy this equation, the corresponding values of the spin-
weight parameter s, and the source terms T. The source terms are written in Newman-Penrose nota, —
tion.
Equation (5) can be separated by writing
g=e ' 'e' ~S(8)R(r).
[Note that Eq. (5) is also separable in Kerr" coordinates or any other coordinate system related to
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TABLE I. Field quantities g, spin-weight s, and source terms 'I for Eq. (5).
Source Term T
Cle = hxT (T is the scalar charge density)
(S - 2i)J - (Il - 2p - p«)Z
m
(6+ p)p J — (5«+ x - v«)p Jn
2 Q-2P-4y Q -N T - D-2p+ T + D-4p-p+ D-p+ T - Q-2P+2N T
2 (a+ 2y+ p) [(a-2ll-p«)p T - (S« -2x -2p«-2~«)p T ]XlN+
+ (S«+ex-2p«-r«)[(S«-2x-~«)p T - (a+2y+2p«-4p, )p TQQ nm+
IIotatton: n = I" p/Bx",
p = -1/(r - i.acosQ),
S' = n" ct/ax",
P = -p«cotQ/2/'2,
tapp«stnQp2, p = p p«(r -2ttr+a )/2,2 2 2
n = I" a/exp,
x = I ap stnQ//2,2
y = p + pp«(r -tt)/2
=Jn",Q n"n , e~c.VllQ p, y
'The operator ~ in this table is not to be confused vrith ~ = r -2j/Ir+ a used in the body of the paper.
Boyer-Lindquist by F=t+f,(r)+f (8), y =y+g, (r)+g, (8), F=h(r), P=j(8) ] In vacuum (T =0) we obtain
~
dR
+ ([(r'+ )a'~' —4aMru&m+ a'm'+2ia(r —M)ms -2lM(r' —a')&us]b. 'df'
+ 2A'res -A —a'v'}R =0,
m 2ms cos8
l
sin8 d8 l+ a'o.
'cos'8-
. ,
—2a&us cos8 — . , —s'cot'8+s+Ajl S=O.sin8 d8 I, ] sin28 sin 8
Equation (8), together with boundary conditions of regularity at 8=0 and w, constitutes an eigenvalue
problem for the separation constant A.. When s =0, the eigenfunctions, S', are the oblate spheroidal
wave fullctlolls S ) (- a (8, cos8). Wllell aco = 0, tile eigellfunctions al'e tile spll1-weigllted spllel'leal
harmonics", Y', (8, cp) =,S,(8) ™e,and A=(l —s)(l+s+1). When sources are present (TNO), we can
use the eigenfunctions of Eq. (8) to separate Eq. (5) by expanding T =QG (r),S,(8)e'™~e' '.
The asymptotic solutions of Eq. (7) at r= ~ are e' "/rI""I (outgoing waves) and e ' '/r (ingoing
waves). This corresponds to
C, ys, g - 4e/r, yc-e' '/r, (0-e' "/r' (outgoing);
4'~ Po~ 4o y, -e ' "/r', P, -e ' "/r' (ingoing).
One identifies 4, p„and g, (s- 0) as the outgoing radiative parts of the fields because for outgoing
waves they alone die out as 1/r; all other Newman-Penrose quantities die out more rapidly. For the
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analogous reason one identifies 4, yo, and (0 (s ~ 0) as the ingoing radiative parts.
The event horizon is at e =r„ the larger root of 4 =0, The solutions at the horizon are e'"" and
e '"" b ', where k=(N) —ma/2M''„dr*/dr=(r'+a')/b. , and r*--~. The factor b 'is not a physical
singularity; it arises because the Newman-Penrose field (luantities are projections on the tetrad (2),
which goes singular at &=0. (See Ref. 10 for a discussion of this point in the Schwarzschild case. )
The correct boundary condition at the horizon is not that the maves be ingoing in these coordinates"";
rather, they must be ingoing as seen by all physical observers —who are "dragged" with angular vel-
ocity dy/dt =a/'2M'+ near the horizon. The correct ingoing boundary condition then turns out to be
R-e ""'S '.
Maxwell's e(luations are sufficiently simple that, when one has solved E(I. (5) for y, say, one can
find the complete electromagnetic field, up to an undetermined Coulomb term, by integrating (non-
separable) Pfaffian e(luations for cp, and p, (see Ref. 5). Then the stress-energy tensor is given by
4FT~„= fcpop tip '8„+2/i pi*[i(pily) + kg (~apl „)*]+ pncpn Ip E„-4/0
pg'pl(gpss
q)
—4+~*/2 E(pter „)+2cp2+o*pBptlt p )+ c.c.~
where round brackets on subscripts denote sym-
metrization. The total energy flux per unit solid
angle for outgoing waves at infinity can be found
from p, alone:
(10)
The squares of the real and imaginary parts of
@2 give the amount of energy in the two linear
polarization states along the directions ey and
e p ~ x'espectively.
For gravitational waves with $, ~8 ' '/r,
d'E
„„~=iim
The real and imaginary parts of g, describe the
linear polarization states along the directions
ee and ep, and 5()+ep, respectively. It is likely,
but not yet proved, that one can calculate the
complete perturbed Riemann tensor (g„g„g„g„
g, ) from a knowledge of g, or g, alone, except for
undertermined monopole and dipole terms.
A number of expected results can easily be
verified by using E(l. (7). Misner" has proposed
that a synchrotronlike mechanism might be re-
sponsible for Weber's observations. He has sug-
gested that matter spiraling into a massive ro-
tating black hole at the center of the Galaxy might
have its radiation beamed into the galactic plane
in high harmonics of the orbital frequency, in-
stead of being generated isotropically. Using the
scalar-field analog, it has been found'"" that
the beaming is cut down by a barrier integral
which is never small for astrophysically reason-
able sources. If we take the large-m limit of Eq.
(7) (with &u =m x angular velocity of source), we
obtain exactly the same barrier integral for the
scalar, electromagnetic, and gravitational cases
at dominant order (m ). Polarization effects,
which differ from one type of field to another,
enter only at the next smallest order (order m).
Thus, the barrier-integral conclusions of the
scalar analysis are valid for the electromagnetic
and gravitational eases.
If &u = 0, E(I. (7) can be solved in terms of hy-
pergeometric functions. There are no solutions
which are mell-behaved at infinity and at the
event horizon. Maxw'ell's equations then imply
(Ref. 5) that y, = Qp', which corresponds to add-
ing a, constant charge Q to the black hole. This
verifies Ipser's argument" that the only station-
ary electromagnetic perturbation of a rotating
black hole corresponds to adding charge. If we
had found a solution g, with ( = 0, this would have
implied the existence of a new stationary Mack-
hole solution, which presumably would have vio-
lated the combined theorems of Carter ' and
Hawking. "
The "spin down" (loss of angular momentum) of
a x otating black hole caused by a stationary, non-
axisymmetx'ic perturbation has been discussed byPress" (scalar perturbation) and Hawking and
Hartle" (gravitational perturbation with a «M).
It turns out that this problem can be solved from
a knowledge of y, or g, produced by the perturba-
tion. Details of this calculation will be published
elsewhere.
Misner" has recently shown that by "super-
radiant scattering, "waves can extract rotational
energy from a black hole. The boundary condi-
tion R-e ' " 4 ' implies that as waves with kv
&0 go down a black hole, they carry negative
"energy at infinity" with themselves. If the ra-
diation to infinity of an orbiting particle were
balanced by such negative-energy flow down the
Vox.UME 29, NUMsj. R 16 16OcroasR 1&72
hole, the particle would be in a "floating orbit. "
Preliminary calculations" with the scalar equa-
tion suggest that the details of super-radiant scat-
tering and floating orbits may depend strongly on
the spin of the field. The calculations for elec-
tromagnetic and gravitational, :.radiation are now
underway.
I thank William H. Press and Kip 8. Thorne for
helpful discussions.
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We have obtained about 4000 events above background which satisfy the two-constraint
fit with the hypothesis E x». Their Dalitz-plot population shows the existence of di-
rect radiation in addition to that of the expected inner bremsstrahlung, The best fit to the
sum of A+ and K decays in the charged-pion kinetic energy interval of 55 to 90 MeV gives
a branching ratio for direct emission of (1.56 +0.35)&10, with a systematic uncertainty
of +0.5 ~10 . No interference is required for a good fit.
It has been apparent for some time that the
m'n'y decay of the K' meson could have a direct
emission (DE) contribution of the same order as
the inner bremsstrahlung part (IB),~' Such DE
would be a new type of decay of the K meson
since the IB part necessarily follows from the
K,I decay. Several authors~ have attempted to
calculate this direct amplitude, and others~ have
looked for such a contribution to the m'm'y decay.
A direct decay into m'm y could proceed without
violation of the h, 1=2 rule, which suppresses by
a factor of -500 the K„, rate and hence the IB
rate. For this reason the K' —m'm'y decay mode
has been considered to have excellent prospects
of exhibiting direct emission. This decay rate
has also been suggested as one in which CP non-
conservation could possibly be observed. '
%e have studied the m'roy decay mode from
kaon decays in flight in an experiment carried
out in a 1.8-6eV je partially separated kaon beam
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
alternating gradient synchrotron. A schematic of
the setup is shown in Fig. 1. The incident ka,on
and its charged decay pion were recorded with a
